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Pro-vaccine advocates consistently defend the three same positions:

1.    “I have seen children die from a vaccine-preventable illness.”

2.   “Vaccinated children are protected.”

3.   “Vaccinating YOU is done to keep ME from getting sick.”

Let’s look at each one of these:
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1. Kids do occasionally die from an infection. This truth is touchy and is not meant to in any way minimize a

death of any child (or adult). But just because we have a vaccine for a particular pathogen, doesn’t mean

the illness is “vaccine preventable.” There are many examples of illness and even death in fully

vaccinated children. What is completely left out of the discussion is how many are permanently disabled

– or  die – from a vaccine. Why don’t those sad stories ever reach the mainstream news?

2. Vaccinated children are protected. It is completely accepted and widely embraced that vaccinated

children will not get sick and all unvaccinated children will contract the infection. No exceptions on

either side are considered. And, quite frankly, neither argument is accurate. Many vaccinated kids still get

sick with the illness they were vaccinated against. The unvaccinated rarely get sick…with a “vaccine-

preventable” infection, or any type of infection for that matter. And unvaccinated children are rarely on

daily medications or have long-term health problems.

3. Vaccinating ME keeps YOU from getting sick. Think this through for a minute; it may be one of the biggest

medical gimmicks of all times. Scientific evidence demonstrates that individuals vaccinated with live

virus vaccines such as MMR (measles, mumps and rubella), rotavirus, chicken pox, shingles and (nasal)

influenza can shed the virus for weeks to months and can infect the vaccinated and unvaccinated. And, if

I’m vaccinated, and you have a poor diet, smoke and don’t wash your hands, how does my vaccine keep

you from getting sick? This concept has been pushed most heavily onto healthcare workers where in

most states, they have to get a flu shot to keep their job. In 2013, a meta-analysis of eight studies found

little evidence that vaccinating healthcare workers provides protection for patients. Workers take all the

risk of side effects and patients get no benefit. You can read more on these studies here. 

Vaccination has been accepted as safe, effective and protective when in truth, none of these premises hold up
under scrutiny. Pro-vaccine arguments are soundly defeated, time after time. The insistence on demonizing
the unvaccinated is inappropriate and forced inoculation is the worst possible form of bullying. Vaccination
has become a medical sacred cow, defined as “a medical procedure that is unreasonably immune to criticism.”
Doctors and patients who question vaccines are ridiculed and marginalized. It is heresy to suggest that the
status quo is wrong.

The real vaccine “pseudo-science” is exposed for the rhetoric it is: factoids crafted by public health officials
from the WHO and the CDC, and then regurgitated by under-informed medical professionals to a naïve public
to make money for the drug companies.

Wake up Americans. Your very DNA of is being corrupted. Unless we all step up and get involved with
stopping these bills – including the plan for widely vaccinating adults – we will get the “show me your
vaccine papers” government we deserve.
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Like · Reply · 4y

James Richard Bailey
The risk/benefit analysis is skewed in favor of vaccines. The reverse is the truth. They are ineffective, sometimes
cause the very disease they should prevent, and people are injured and die with regularity. This is proven by the
US Vaccine Court, which has paid out over $2.8 BILLION DOLLARS to vaccine victims and their families. Read
my report on this here: http://www.daveworld.biz/index.php?option=com_content...
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Mary Ellen
I was vaccinated for measles and a child, and I still got the measles. What a scam.
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Jennifer Matthews
Mary Keys My grandparents and aunts all got the flu vaccine and got super sick with......Surprise! The
flu!
Like · Reply · 4y

Krishna Murphy
Under the provisions of the Nuremberg Code, the Geneva Conventions, and the Helsinki Accords, plus the US
Constitution and various state Constitutions, you have the ABSOLUTE RIGHT to informed consent before ANY
medical procedure! Exemptions may or may not be allowed under law, but the RIGHT TO REFUSE is not
subject to modificiation by law.

Like · Reply · 8 · 4y

Catryna Jensen-Radsliff White
And, thank goodness we have access to more info on the web than most dctors are willing to give us.
Those doctors fear us "know nothings" doing our own research, as many will ridicule our knowledge.

Like · Reply · 7 · 4y

Krishna Murphy
Tan Nim Agreed! Rights only protect you if you VIGOROUSLY ASSERT THEM. If you let them, they'll
run right over you and never even NOTICE you have rights.

Like · Reply · 4 · 4y

Andres SK
Facepalm

Like · Reply · 2 · 4y

Paul Ashton
Easy. Don't vaccinate, and stay away from
me.
Like · Reply · 4y · Edited

Catryna Jensen-Radsliff White
It works both ways. Get yourself vaccinated, but stay away from me.

Like · Reply · 11 · 4y

Jennifer Matthews
If you're vaccinated, keep away because you're shedding viruses just like sick people do. Though I don't
get sick much because I improved my diet, so bring it on!
Like · Reply · 4y

Paul Ashton
Jennifer Matthews be happy to stay away. Just let me know when you are a carrier for good measure.
Like · Reply · 4y
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